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Imaging polarimetry has emerged over the past three decades as a powerful tool to enhance the information available in a variety of remote sensing applications. We discuss the foundations of passive
imaging polarimetry, the phenomenological reasons for designing a polarimetric sensor, and the primary
architectures that have been exploited for developing imaging polarimeters. Considerations on imaging
polarimeters such as calibration, optimization, and error performance are also discussed. We review
many important sources and examples from the scientific literature. © 2006 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 110.0110, 120.0280, 120.5410.

1. Introduction and Background
A.

Overview

The primary physical quantities associated with an
optical field are the intensity, wavelength, coherence,
and polarization. Conventional panchromatic cameras measure the intensity of optical radiation over
some wave band of interest. Spectral imagers measure the intensity in a number of wave bands, which
can range from one or two (three is common for a color
camera) through multispectral systems that measure
of the order of 10 spectral channels to hyperspectral
systems that may measure 300 spectral channels or
more. Spectral sensors tend to give us information
about the distribution of material components in a
scene. Polarimetry seeks to measure information
about the vector nature of the optical field across a
scene. While the spectral information tells us about
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materials, polarization information tells us about
surface features, shape, shading, and roughness. Polarization tends to provide information that is largely
uncorrelated with spectral and intensity images, and
thus has the potential to enhance many fields of
optical metrology. Figure 1 shows one example of
the ability of polarization to show enhanced contrast
when there is little contrast in intensity imagery.
Imaging polarimetry is a special case of general
polarimetry that is dedicated to mapping the state
of polarization across a scene of interest. Applications
of polarization imagery range from remote sensing to
microscopy to industrial monitoring. All the concerns
of general polarimetry apply; i.e., a measurement
method still has to be chosen and calibration must be
performed, but now the additional issues associated
with measuring a 2D region in space exist. Sequential or simultaneous images must be registered, and
we must know that the response of individual detectors is linear and, if multiple detectors are used, uniform in response with respect to all other detectors.
In this paper, we provide what we believe is the
first in-depth review of the progress that has been
made specifically in the field of imaging optical polarimetry for remote sensing. Most of the work discussed here has been carried out over the past three
decades. Our focus is on imaging, so there are many
important references on ellipsometry and other forms
of nonimaging polarimetry that are omitted here
because of scope. Our primary focus is on passive
Stokes-vector imagers, though we do discuss some of
the very recent work that is beginning to emerge in
active Mueller matrix imagers and polarization lidar.
Where possible, we refer to the earliest source known
1 August 2006 兾 Vol. 45, No. 22 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Visible picture of two pickup trucks in the shade (top), long-wave IR intensity image (bottom left), and long-wave
IR polarization image (bottom right). Strong contrast in the polarization image shows advantages for enhanced target detection using
imaging polarimetry. (Courtesy of Huey Long, U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, Maryland.)

to us, preferably from the reviewed scientific literature.
In this introductory section, we offer a set of definition of terms that are used in the paper, as well as
a brief historical perspective. Section 2 describes
the phenomenology of imaging polarimetry, and Section 3 describes types of measurements and data
reduction techniques. In Section 4, we give general
measurement strategies that have been used, and in
Section 5, a discussion of systems engineering issues.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.
B.

DOCP ⫽ s3兾s0.

⫽

1
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arctan .
2
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(1)

Depolarization: the process of changing polarized
light into unpolarized light.
Diattenuation: a property of a polarization element
that describes the intensity contrast ratio between
orthogonal transmitted polarization states.
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(2)

Degree of linear polarization (DOLP): the fraction
of the intensity attributable to linear polarized light
states. Mathematically in terms of the Stokes-vector
elements,

Definition of Terms

Angle of polarization: the angle of the major axis of
the polarization ellipse with respect to the x axis.
Mathematically in terms of the Stokes-vector elements,
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Degree of circular polarization (DOCP): the fraction of the intensity attributable to circular polarized
light states. Mathematically in terms of the Stokesvector elements,

Ⲑ

DOLP ⫽ 冑s12 ⫹ s22 s0.

(3)

Degree of polarization (DOP): the fraction of
the intensity attributable to polarized light states.
Mathematically in terms of the Stokes-vector elements,

DOP ⫽

冑s12 ⫹ s22 ⫹ s32
s0

.

(4)

Division of amplitude polarimeter (DoAmP): a polarimeter that makes measurements by splitting the
light into different optical paths, each with distinct

polarization optics, and using a separate focal-plane
array to image each path.
Division of aperture polarimeter (DoAP): a polarimeter that uses a lens array to focus separate parts
of the aperture onto separate focal-plane arrays or
subarrays. Each subarray measures a different polarization state.
Division of focal-plane polarimeter (DoFP): a polarimeter that uses a micro-optical array of polarization
elements to make different polarization measurements at each pixel on the focal-plane array.1
Imaging polarimetry: the process of measuring polarization properties of light, an element, or a system
so as to build an extensive 2D description of the
polarization properties, ordinarily recognized as a
picture by a human observer.
Jones2 formalism: the mathematical method of describing polarized light in terms of amplitudes and
phases. Devised by Jones, light is represented by
a two-element (Jones) vector of complex numbers.
A polarization element or system is described by a
2 ⫻ 2 (Jones) matrix of complex numbers. All Jones’
matrices represent elements that can be realized in
hardware, but not all elements that can be realized in
hardware can be represented by a Jones matrix.
Lu–Chipman3 decomposition: a method of interpreting the Mueller matrix as a factorable product of
a diattenuator matrix, a retarder matrix, and a depolarizer matrix.
Mueller matrix: the 4 ⫻ 4 real matrix representing
the properties of an optical element or system in the
Mueller–Stokes formalism. The matrix is often normalized to the 共1, 1兲th entry so that the values range
from ⫹1 to ⫺1. This normalization is then in terms of
the unpolarized scattering of the system.
Poincaré sphere: representation of light polarization states as points on a sphere. The coordinates of a
point on the Poincaré sphere corresponds to the three
Stokes-vector elements s1, s2, and s3.
Polarizance4: the degree of polarization produced
by a polarizer when the incident beam is unpolarized. Polarizance is a property of the polarization
element.
Polarization state analyzer5 (PSA): a collection
of retarders and linear polarizers cascaded to form
an elliptical diattenuator used for analyzing an unknown incident Stokes vector.
Polarization state generator5 (PSG): a polarization
state analyzer used in reverse to create an arbitrary
elliptical polarization state.
Retardance: the change of phase introduced by an
element or system between two states of polarization
in a beam of light.
Spectropolarimetry: the process of measuring the
polarization properties of light, an element, or a system over some defined spectral region.
Stokes6 vector: a four-element real vector describing polarized or partially polarized light, based on
intensity measurements. Introduced by Stokes in
1852, it can describe partially polarized light. We use
the symbols s0, s1, s2, and s3 for the four Stokes-vector
elements defined as

具ⱍExⱍ2 ⫹ ⱍEyⱍ2典
s0
I0 ⫹ I90
具ⱍExⱍ2 ⫺ ⱍEyⱍ2典
s1
I0 ⫺ I90
S⫽
⫽
⬀
.
s2
I45 ⫺ I135
2 Re具ExEy*典
s3
IL ⫺ IR
⫺2 Im具ExEy*典

冤冥 冤

冥冤 冥

(5)

In Eq. (5), s0 is the total intensity of the light, s1 is the
difference between horizontal and vertical polarization, s2 is the difference between linear ⫹45° and
⫺45° polarization, and s3 is the difference between
right and left circular polarization. These elements
are often normalized to the value of s0 so that they
have values between ⫹1 and ⫺1.
C.

Historical Perspective

Someone peering through a birefringent crystal and
observing a pair of refracted polarized images probably
did the earliest imaging polarimetry. There are two
important early experiments by Arago and Fresnel,7
Arago,8 and Millikan9,10 that are often reported as the
earliest attempts at quantitative polarimetry. Arago
performed a number of qualitative experiments involving polarized light, and was the first to observe the
phenomena of optical activity and that emitted radiation is not always unpolarized. Millikan measured the
linear polarization information from incandescent
molten metals, and there were a number of subsequent
studies that explored polarization of emitted radiation.
Sandus11 provides a thorough review of the physics
and these early works.
To discuss imaging polarimetry in the modern
quantitative sense, we must leap forward to the age
of solid-state electronics. The earliest work known to
us is contained in two originally classified government reports, the first by Johnson12 in 1974 and the
second by Chin-Bing13 in 1976. The instrument described in these reports is a thermal infrared scanning camera that was modified by adding a second
detector and a polarizing prism. A 1976 patent by
Garlick et al.,14 described a system that displayed a
differential optical polarization image. The earliest
publications describing imaging polarimetry in the
visible are the papers by Walraven15,16 where a linear
polarizer was rotated in front of a film camera. The
developed film was digitized, and linear Stokesvector elements calculated. Solomon17 gave an early
review of imaging polarimetry in 1981. Polarimetric
sensors also have been used on manned and unmanned spacecraft. Pioneer 11 has the Imaging Photopolarimeter on board,18 and the space shuttle has
carried dual film cameras19 and later three-color digital cameras with polarization optics20 operated by a
mission specialist. These systems measured two or
three components of linearly polarized light. Three
cameras were used by Prosch et al.21 to obtain the first
three Stokes-vector elements, and dual piezoelastic
modulators were used by Stenflo and Povel22 to measure the full-Stokes vector. Pezzaniti and Chipman23,24
developed a Mueller matrix imaging polarimeter that
has been used to examine optical elements in transmission and reflection. There are many other exam1 August 2006 兾 Vol. 45, No. 22 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Table 1. Polarization Phenomenology and Effects from the Visible to the LWIR

Advantages

Disadvantages

Visible, NIR, SWIR
Typical signal: 1%–60%
Sensor resolution: ⬎1%–2%

● Sun is a strong source
● High dynamic range of polarization signatures
● Sensors cheaper, easier to build and calibrate

MWIR
Typical signal: 0.1%–25%
Sensor resolution: ⬎0.2%

● Good signatures for hot targets
● Night operation
● Large well sizes for FPA for better sensitivity

LWIR
Typical signal: 0.1%–20%
Sensor resolution: ⬍0.1%

●
●
●
●

Signatures dominated by emission
Less dynamic range for polarization signatures
Large well sizes for FPA for better sensitivity
Night operation

ples. The sources cited are each early realizations of a
particular type of imaging instrument.
2. Measurement Considerations

The basic aspects of light that are typically measured
in imaging scenarios are intensity, spectral content,
coherence, and polarization. For passive imaging polarimetry, it is often most convenient to represent the
polarization information in terms of the Stokes vector,
which is defined in terms of the time-averaged intensity as in Eq. (5). Implied in Eq. (5) is that the intensity
measurement is made over some spectral range. The
range could be broad or narrow, and the choice of spectral bands is discussed in Subsection 2.A.
A.

Spectral Considerations

Spectral information usually tells the observer something about the molecular makeup of the materials
that compose a scene. Multispectral and hyperspectral imagers have been developed to exploit this class
of information.25 While there are exceptions, polarization information is a slowly varying function of
wavelength,26 –28 so it provides information that tends
to be uncorrelated with any spectral measurements
that are made in a system.
When pursuing a particular application of imaging
polarimeters, spectral considerations are among the
first issues to be addressed. There are advantages
and disadvantages in each spectral band as in intensity imaging both from the consideration of detection instrumentation as well as the phenomenology
the user is trying to exploit. Imaging polarimeters
typically are based on silicon in the visible (VIS) to
near-infrared (NIR) spectra, may use InGaAs in the
short-wave infrared (SWIR), InSb in the midwave
infrared (MWIR), and HgCdTe in the long-wave infrared (LWIR). The characteristics of these detector
types that are considered when used in nonimaging
systems apply to imaging polarimeters as well, i.e.,
silicon-based imagers are inexpensive relative to IR
systems, IR systems must be cooled but have day
and兾or night capability, etc.
5456
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Strongly dependent on geometry
High dynamic range of signatures
Inconsistent signatures
Small well size for FPAs limits
polarimetric resolution
No night operation
Signatures combination of
emissive and reflective
Sensors require cooling
Sensors more expensive and
difficult to build and calibrate
Sensors require cooling
Sensors most expensive and
difficult to build and calibrate

In terms of the phenomenology, polarization signatures in the visible and NIR parts of the spectrum are
dominated by reflection. Thus these signatures depend
on an external source for illumination, primarily the
Sun. The polarization has a wide dynamic range and
can show rapid spatial variation when imaging outdoor scenes. The measured polarization information
is dependent on source–scene–sensor geometry, and
therefore can vary significantly depending on the time
of day or sensor location. In the MWIR, polarization
signatures are a combination of both reflected and
emitted radiation, which tend to cancel or reduce the
overall degree of polarization. In the LWIR, the signatures are dominated by emission and can be very
stable in time when scene temperatures are stable.
Unfortunately, in the LWIR, spatial resolution is reduced and the cost and complexity of building a system
are generally increased.
In outdoor measurements, the most rapid variations of polarization with wavelength result from
atmospheric spectral features.26 In the VIS–NIR–
SWIR, there is strong variation with atmospheric
aerosol content. The MWIR contains significant emitted and reflected terms, and LWIR scenes depend
strongly on atmospheric water vapor. Some of the
issues that arise for imaging polarimetry with respect
to spectral regions are given in Table 1.
B.

One-Dimensional Polarimeters

The simplest possible use of polarimetry in imaging is
to put a polarization analyzer in front of a camera and
to adjust the polarization state of this polarizer to
maximize the contrast between an object and its
background. This is a common technique used in photography, for example, when taking a picture of an
object against linearly polarized skylight. Similar
techniques have been used in underwater imagery to
mitigate the effect of scattering using both linear29
and circular30 polarization analyzers with both unpolarized and polarized illumination. The light scattered
by the medium may have a preferred polarization state
owing to the polarization of the source and the illumi-

nation geometry. The general strategy is to select a
polarization analyzer that is orthogonal to the polarization state of the background or haze.
C. Two-Dimensional Polarimeters

The natural extension of the 1D polarization imager
is a polarization difference imager that measures the
intensity of light at two polarization states, then adds
them to estimate s0 and subtracts them to estimate s1,
s2, or s3, or some linear combination thereof. Simple
2D imagers have shown applicability in a number
of scenarios, but are most widely used in clutter rejection28 and in mitigating the effects of random
media.31–36 The basic assumption in these cases is
that there is a difference between the polarization
properties of light coming from the background and
the light coming from a target. In such cases, significant contrast enhancement can be obtained.
Two-dimensional polarimetry has been used with
both unpolarized28,31 and polarized30,32,33,37 illumination. Two-dimensional polarization discrimination
has been widely used in scattering media, and has
been shown to increase the range at which targets
can be detected by a factor of 2 to 3.31,32 When used
with passive or quasi-passive systems, polarization
imaging has been shown to penetrate as much as
five to six photon mean-free paths into random media. For time-gated imagery, polarization can allow
penetration to greater than ten photon paths.33,38
The improved performance of differential polarimetry over conventional imagery in scattering media
can be directly attributed to the depolarizing effect
of multiple scattering. This results in a spatially
narrower point spread function for differential polarization imagery than for intensity imaging.39 In
time-gated imagery, there is a clear temporal dependence of the degree of polarization of scattered
light that can be used to refine the time gate and
mitigate the effect of scatterers.37,40
D. Three-Dimensional Polarimeters

The most common class of imaging polarimeter that
has been developed is the linear polarization imager
designed to measure s0, s1, and s2. In most passive
imaging scenarios, there is very little expected circular polarization. Since the most complicated Stokes
parameter to measure is s3, it is often omitted to
reduce the cost of the imaging system. Probably the
earliest well-known example of a full linear Stokes
imaging polarimeter was reported by Walraven,15,16
who used linear polarizers and photographic film.
Other systems have been developed since that perform full linear polarimetry in all regions of the
optical spectrum.
When a fixed-position retarder of variable retardance is combined with a linear polarization analyzer, it is possible to create a 3D Stokes polarimeter
that measures s0, s1, and s3 as discussed in Section
3.B. Such a system is sensitive to a linear polarization
difference and a circular polarization difference, and
systems such as these have been used for imaging in
scattering media.30,32,37

E.

Full-Stokes Polarimeters

In some applications, it is essential to measure all of
the available polarization information. For a passive
imaging system, this means that the full-Stokes vector must be measured at every pixel in the scene.
Solomon17 provided one of the first early treatments
that specifically addressed full-Stokes imaging polarimetry in 1981. Since then, numerous systems have
been built that can perform full-Stokes imaging, and
we review many of these systems in the rest of the
paper organized by the class of spectral imager and
the techniques used to perform the measurement.
F.

Active Imaging Polarimeters

The primary focus of this review is passive imaging
polarimeters that measure the state of polarization of
light from an external source. However, it is appropriate to discuss some of the important recent advances in active systems that measure the Mueller
matrix or some subset of the Mueller matrix. Similarly, we briefly discuss recent developments in polarization lidar systems, which record backscattered
light from a pulsed laser in two or more polarization
states as a function of range. In all active polarimeters, the source is known and controlled. The source
may generate one or more states of polarization, and
the detection system may sense two or more states
of polarization. Partial or full measurement of the
Stokes vector of the reflected light may be what the
sensor is designed for, but in the most complete form
of active imaging, the Mueller matrix for each pixel of
the illuminated object is obtained. There are two primary forms of active imaging polarimeters. The first
are those that create an entire scene in one image
collection. The second are lidar systems that scan
pixel by pixel to create a scene, and possibly even a
volumetric scene with range-gated data.
1. Mueller Matrix and Other Active
Imaging Systems
Pezzaniti and Chipman24 and Chipman41 describe
Mueller matrix imaging polarimeters that are used to
examine samples in transmission or in reflection.
Dual rotating retarders are used in these instruments according to the scheme devised by Azzam.42
Clémenceau et al.43 operated a Mueller matrix imaging polarimeter in a monostatic configuration. They
also used a dual-rotating-retarder system, but
collected only 16 images, the minimum number of
measurements needed to determine an arbitrary unknown Mueller matrix. All the systems discussed
so far use monochromatic sources. Le Hors et al.44
showed a system using a white-light source that was
spectrally filtered prior to entering the CCD camera.
A linear polarizer was placed in front of the source,
and two linear polarization states were measured.
In this way, images at three colors and two polarization states per color were obtained. Breugnot and
Clémenceau45 have set up a system based on Azzam’s
dual-rotating-retarder configuration using a laser
source in a monostatic configuration, but argue that a
limited number of Mueller matrix elements are im1 August 2006 兾 Vol. 45, No. 22 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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liquid-crystal variable retarders58 to vary the receiver
polarization state electronically between laser pulses.
G.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the active polarimetric imaging
system of Breugnot and Clémenceau in Ref. 45.

portant and these can be obtained with only two measurements. A diagram of such a system is shown in
Fig. 2. Réfrégier and Goudail46 have also developed
contrast parameters of polarization for active imagery and, with others, have looked at the problem of
estimating the degree of polarization in active systems.47 High-speed Mueller matrix imaging systems
for laboratory samples have been described by Baba
et al.48 and by Wolfe and Chipman.49 A different technique was introduced by Mujat et al.,50 that uses
interferometric methods with active imagery. If the
direction within the Poincaré sphere across an image
is uniform and is known or can be assumed, as is
sometimes the case with active illumination, then
the degree of polarization and retardance can be
monitored in a single image.
2. Lidar Systems
Polarization is also found to be useful in more traditional lidar remote sensing. For example, the presence of significant cross-polarized light relative to a
linearly polarized transmitter can indicate the presence of ice in clouds or nonspherically shaped dust
particles in the atmosphere.51–54 Polarized lidars
have been developed to measure Stokes parameters
of backscattered light in studies of forest and Earthsurface properties,55,56 and to enhance contrast in the
lidar detection of fish.57
Polarization lidar systems typically employ linearly
polarized laser transmitters that provide ranging from
the round-trip transit time of a backscattered pulse.
The polarization selectivity is typically built into the
receiver, often using polarization beam splitters to
send orthogonally polarized beams to two separate detectors for simultaneous detection of copolarized and
cross-polarized scattering. Multiple telescopes can also
be used to provide simultaneous measurement of the
Stokes parameters of backscattered light.55 Lidars
have been reported recently that use Pockels cells52 or
5458
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Spectropolarimetric Imagers

A spectropolarimetric imager allows the measurement of polarization as a function of wavelength in an
imaged scene. When it is not necessary to obtain
spectral data rapidly or simultaneously, it is possible
to combine a more traditional imaging polarimeter
with a rotating filter wheel that selects predetermined spectral bands.59 One example application
where this kind of system finds use is the study of sky
polarization, for which wide angular coverage and
rapid polarization measurements are needed, but
for which rapid spectral measurements may not be
necessary.60 – 63 This approach enjoys relatively simple data retrieval and spectral calibration, but is also
slow (in spectral space) and requires moving parts,
making it unsuitable for some applications where
rapid spectral data are required. Lemke et al.64 describe a system that uses a combination of rotating
filters and polarizers to achieve time-sequential polarization images in an extremely wide wavelength
range of 2–240 m.
Loe and Duggin65 described the use of a liquidcrystal tunable spectral filter to electronically tune
across multiple 10 nm wide wavelength bands in a
system that employed a rotating linear polarizer and
a CCD camera to achieve three-Stokes-parameter
spectropolarimetric imaging. This was developed as a
prototype of a single channel for a four-channel system. Eventually the full system would employ four
such systems with a stationary polarization element
oriented to provide a full-Stokes image at each wavelength band.
A faster, but still not simultaneous, method of
achieving electronic spectral tuning in a spectropolarimeter is to use an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF)
as a spectral tuning element. The separate ordinaryray and extraordinary-ray beams from the AOTF
can be used to generate two simultaneous images
with orthogonal linear polarization. Alternatively, the
AOTF can be combined with an external polarizing
element (such as a variable retarder) to obtain timesequential Stokes-vector images.66 – 69 AOTF elements
provide rapid spectral tuning with typical delay times
of 10–20 ms. An active-spectropolarimeter variation
of this approach was described by Prasad,70 using a
simultaneously tuned AOTF receiver and tunable laser source.
Rather than obtaining multiple spatial dimensions
simultaneously and spectral information over time, it
is also possible to use one dimension of an imaging
array to capture spectral data while using the other
array dimension to record 1D spatial data. In this
case, a full spectropolarimetric image is built up by
spatially scanning the sensor’s field of view (FOV)
across the scene. For example, Tyo and Turner27 used
a polarimeter comprising two liquid-crystal variable
retarders and a fixed linear polarizer in combination
with a monolithic Fourier transform interferometer
to achieve line-scanned spectropolarimetric images of

laboratory test objects. Jensen and Peterson71 used a
complementary strategy of feeding a grating spectrometer by an infrared liquid crystal for imaging
polarimetry in the SWIR.
Several related schemes exist for obtaining simultaneous spectropolarimetric images with no moving
parts and no temporal delay between spatial, spectral,
or polarimetric data. The polarimetric strategy is
channeled spectropolarimetry discussed in Section 3.C.
This “snapshot imaging spectropolarimetry” typically
employs birefringent crystals72,73 or holographic optical elements74 to record fringe patterns from which
spectropolarimetric images can be retrieved through a
variety of numerical inversion techniques. The obvious
advantage is the simultaneous collection of all measured information, but the technique requires intensive computation and is not well suited to images with
significant low-spatial-frequency or high-spectralfrequency content.74
3. Mathematical Basis for Measurement Techniques

The Stokes vector cannot be directly measured. To
create an image of a scene, several individual measurements must be made and then combined to infer
the Stokes vector. The measurement strategies can
be broadly grouped into three categories: data reduction matrix techniques,5 Fourier-based techniques,75
and channeled spectropolarimeters.76 In this section,
we will discuss the general principles of each of these
methods.
A.

Data Reduction Matrix Techniques

The most straightforward method might be to measure
four linearly polarized intensities through a linear analyzer oriented at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° and through a
left- and right-circular analyzer. The elements could
then be combined following the definition of the Stokes
vector in Eq. (5). However, the Stokes vector has only
four degrees of freedom, and this strategy would entail
six measurements. A method has been developed
known as the data reduction matrix method5 that describes the operation of a polarimeter designed to measure the Stokes vector.
A polarimeter is typically composed of a collection
of retarders and polarizers that are cascaded to form
a polarization state analyzer (PSA). In general, there
may be one or more retarders placed in front of a
linear polarizer. The component Mueller matrices are
multiplied together to form a general elliptical diattenuator Mueller matrix as3

冋

MD ⫽ Tu

1
h

P

h

册

T

D

冑1 ⫺ D2I3 ⫹ 共1 ⫺ 冑1 ⫺ D2兲aDaDT
h

. (6)

The three-element column vector D in Eq. (6) is the
diattenuation vector3 that gives the location on the
Poincaré sphere of the polarization state that passes
the diattenuator with maximum intensity.
The unit
h
vector aD points in the direction of D, and D is the
diattenuation of the diattenuator, defined as

D⫽

ⱍTq ⫺ Trⱍ ,
Tq ⫹ Tr

(7)

where q and r are the two orthogonal states that are
passed with maximum and minimum transmission.
When we consider
ideal polarization optics, we typih
cally have |D| ⫽ 1, and we can define a diattenuation Stokes vector as

关

SD ⫽ 1

h

兴

T

DT .

(8)

When the unknown incident Stokes-vector Sin passes
through the diattenuator, the resulting output Stokes
vector is
Sout ⫽ MD · Sin.

(9)

Since most photodetector elements are polarization
insensitive, the output of the detector usually will be
proportional to s0,out, which can be written in vector
form as
S0,out ⫽ SDT · Sin ⫽ mD,00s0,in ⫹ mD,01s1,in ⫹ mD,02s2,in
⫹ mD,03s3,in.
(10)
Equation (10) has four unknowns—the input Stokes
parameters—so to solve for these unknowns, we must
build up a system of linear equations like Eq. (10)
using at least four different realizations of the diattenuation Stokes vector in Eq. (8). In matrix form,
this system can be written as

X⫽

共SD1兲T
共SD2兲T

冤 冥冤 冥
s0,out1

s0,out2
⫽
É

s0,outN

É

· Sin ⫽ A · Sin.

(11)

共SDN兲T

The notation 共SDi兲T represents the ith realization of
the diattenuation Stokes vector. In general, the number of measurements N ⱖ M, where M is the number
of dimensions that will be reconstructed in the polarimeter. The matrix A in Eq. (11) is referred to as the
system matrix, and its inverse is termed the data
reduction matrix5 (DRM). We can estimate the unknown input Stokes vector as
Ŝin ⫽ A⫺1 · X,

(12)

where the hat indicates that Eq. (12) is providing only
an estimate. Sources of error could include noise in
the measurement vector X and calibration measurements in determining the DRM. Clearly we need to be
careful about the selection of 共SDi兲T, as the condition
number of the matrix A must be low enough so that
the inversion process is well behaved. More details
are provided on this issue in the section on polarimeter optimization in Subsection 5.B.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Polarimetric sensor using rotating polarization elements.

The DRM measurement strategy can be interpreted from a signal processing viewpoint.77 Each of
the entries in X can be thought of as a projection of
the unknown input Stokes vector onto an analysis
vector 共SDi兲T. When N ⫽ M, the analysis vectors form
a nonorthogonal basis in the conical space that is the
allowed space of physically realizable Stokes vectors.
When N ⬎ M, the analysis vectors form an overdetermined basis, or frame.77 As discussed in Section 5,
use of a frame can enhance the robustness of the
measurement process.
B.

Fourier Modulation Techniques

A common method of polarimetric measurement
and data reduction is through the Fourier analysis
of polarimetric signals. These methods were developed initially for Mueller and Jones matrix polarimeters for nonimaging measurement of polarized
and partially polarized light42,78,79 and for ellipsometric measurements.80 – 82 They are readily generalized to spectral and imaging instruments.24,34,83,84
In this approach, a series of images are acquired as
the elements of the polarization state analyzer are
varied in a harmonic fashion. The polarization of the
incident light is encoded onto the harmonics of the
detected signal. The Stokes-vector elements of the incident light are then recovered from a Fourier transform of the measured data set. The Stokes vector is
computed independently for each pixel.
Consider a general polarimeter with incident light
of unknown polarization and a PSA as shown schematically in Fig. 3. A series of N intensity measurements s0,outn are made as in Subsection 3.A:

X⫽

共SD1兲T
共SD2兲T

冤 冥冤 冥
s0,out1

s0,out2
⫽
É

s0,outN

É

· Sin ⫽ A · Sin.

(13)

共SDN兲T

Varying the polarization elements of the analyzer
modulates the analyzed polarization states. A typical
method of varying the polarization elements is by
rotating some or all of the elements in discrete steps.
If the angular increments of the polarization elements are constant, only discrete frequencies are generated in the detected intensity X, whose elements
are written as xn. The intensity xn is collected for the
nth position of the polarization elements in the PSA.
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The detected signal can be written
xn ⫽

b0
⫹ 兺 共bk cos kn ⫹ ck sin kn兲,
2 k⫽1

(14)

where the largest k is the highest frequency component in the signal and n ⫽ n is proportional to the
angular frequency of the polarization element. The
polarization content of the scene being imaged is encoded onto the various frequencies of the detected
signal; i.e., the coefficients in the Fourier series expansion are functions of the incident Stokes vector.
These relations are inverted to give the Stokes-vector
elements in terms of the Fourier coefficients. The
coefficients are determined from the set of intensities
by a discrete Fourier transform,
1
N
2
bk ⫽
N
2
ck ⫽
N
b0 ⫽

N⫺1

兺 xn,

n⫽0

冉 冊
冉 冊

N⫺1
2nk
⫽ 兺 in cos共kn兲,
N
n⫽0
N⫺1
N⫺1
2nk
兺 in sin N ⫽ n⫽0
兺 in sin共kn兲,
n⫽0
N⫺1

兺 in cos
n⫽0

(15)

where k is the harmonic, n ⫽ n⌬, and ⌬ is the
angular increment of the polarization elements. For
N intensities, the coefficients for the K ⫽ N兾2 harmonics are found. The step size of the rotation of the
polarization element is determined by the number of
measurements ⌬ ⫽ 2兾N.
The highest harmonic K in the polarimetric signal is determined from the analytical expression for
the intensity written as a Fourier series. The minimum number of measurements Nmin required to
calculate the dc term and all cosine and sine (real
and imaginary) terms in the Fourier transform is
Nmin ⫽ 2K ⫹ 1. It is often desirable to make more
measurements than the minimum, or oversample, to
help reduce the effects of noise. For oversampled
data, the harmonics higher than the frequencies of
the polarimetric signal are often used as diagnostic
tools to indicate sources of systematic error.
The Fourier analysis of polarimetric signals provides several significant advantages for data reduction. First, if the analytical form is readily derived via
a system Mueller matrix expression, this data reduction method is straightforward and computationally
fast. Second, the system Mueller matrix may be parameterized such that diattenuation and retardance
values and orientation of the elements may be deter-

mined in calibration. Third, this method often encompasses instruments where the elements are rotated
continuously. In this case, the angular increment
used for discrete steps of the rotated elements is replaced by the angular increment at which the next
data acquisition is begun. Any motion of the element
over the integration time of the sensor is compensated for in calibration. Fourth, the calculation of the
discrete Fourier transform automatically gives a
least-squares fit to the data. Finally, the discrete Fourier transform is a useful analytical tool for investigating many types of systematic error such as beam
wander and linear drift. The susceptibility to harmful
noise sources can be reduced through adjusting the
parameters of measurements and the corresponding
Fourier transform. More details of the effect of noise
and errors on the measurements and ways to compensate or negate these effects are given in Refs. 85
and 86. The chief disadvantage of this approach is
that the system Mueller matrix must be well known.
In practice, this requires that the polarizers are pure
diattenuators and the retarders are pure retarders;
i.e., the polarizers contain no retardance and the retarders are not diattenuating.
C. Channeled Spectropolarimeters

Most polarization techniques that rely on retarding
elements have to go to great lengths to develop a
wave plate that has uniform retardance across the
spectral range of interest. Efforts have been made to
develop achromatic retarders in the visible and the
IR spectra. Achromatic retarders are commercially
available at visible wavelengths, but have only recently become available for infrared wavelengths.87
When polarimetry and spectrometry are combined,
the retardance can be calibrated wavelength by
wavelength, reducing the problems associated with
this effect.27
Recent techniques have emerged that couple Fourier transform spectrometry with polarimetry to exploit the wavelength dependence of the retardance (in
wavelengths) of high-order wave plates.76 We assume
that a wave plate of thickness L can be described by
an index of refraction difference ⌬n ⫽ ne ⫺ no, where
ne and no are the extraordinary and ordinary indices
of refraction. We ignore dispersion in n over the wave
band of interest for the purposes of this development.
The phase difference induced between the radiation
polarized parallel and perpendicular to the fast axis
is given as
␦⫽

2共⌬n兲L
.


(16)

When the thickness of the wave plate is chosen so
that ␦ ⬎⬎ 2, then the retardance varies rapidly as a
function of the wavelength. The spectrum of the output intensity of the PSA is modulated in a manner
analogous to Eq. (14). When the spectrum of this
signal is measured with a Fourier transform spectrometer, the spectrum is modulated in a manner
that depends on the polarization state. If the retard-

ers and PSA are designed carefully, and the spectrum
of the incident signal is band limited, then spectrally
distinct portions of the signal can be used to determine the Stokes parameters of interest.
It is essential that a Fourier transform spectrometer be used to make the spectral measurement. This
is because the variation in retardance introduced by
Eq. (16) provides a signal at spatial frequencies that
correspond to wavelengths that are typically outside
the spectral range of the detectors used. The method
described by Oka and Kato76 is not an imaging
scheme. Sabatke et al.74 developed a method to couple
the channeled spectropolarimeter with a snapshot
Fourier-based spectrometer to enable the instantaneous collection of spectral and polarimetric imagery
information. This technique has been extended to
several wave bands of interest.88
Oka and Kaneko89 introduced a novel and complimentary strategy for snapshot polarimeter when
using monochromatic illumination. Whereas the
channeled spectropolarimeter modulates the spectrum based on the polarization signature, the new
method uses spatially varying thick retarders to
spatially modulate the intensity image. The polarimetric features can be ideally reconstructed using a
similar demodulation technique when the spatial
Fourier spectrum of the scene is band limited.
4. Imaging Architecture for Integrated Polarimeters

There are several different approaches for polarimetric detection. As with spectral imaging where multidimensional data are acquired, the data acquisition
process is a study in compromises. By the very nature
of measuring polarization, multiple images are required to even partially characterize the polarization
state of a scene. Since polarimetric data reduction
manipulates the same pixel across multiple frames,
any motion of the scene in the pixel results in artifacts that have the potential to mask the true polarization signature. Ideally, two spatial dimensions are
desired, but due to this temporal image registration
issue, the images must be acquired simultaneously or
acquired as quickly as possible to minimize artifacts
from platform or scene motion. The best solution for
minimizing these artifacts is to acquire multiple images at the same time, but then the issue becomes
spatial registration. Spatial registration of multiple
images is complicated by the need to correct for both
mechanical misalignment as well as optical “misalignment” arising from aberrations due to separate
optical paths. Conceptually the simplest way to measure the polarization information is to use separate
cameras with separate optics that are aligned to the
same portion of the image (coboresighted). Early
imaging polarimeters did this with both film and
electronic cameras14,19 as well as scanning singleelement photodetectors.90 This strategy is difficult to
execute properly, and has largely fallen out of favor.
There are a number of integrated techniques that are
used now. Trade-offs among these methods, as well as
issues of cost and difficulty of fabrication and integration, are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Comparison of Imaging Polarimetry Architectures

Design Features
Rotating element

Division of amplitude
(multiple FPAs)

Division of aperture (single FPA)
Division of focal plane

Coboresighted

A.

● Robust
● Relatively small
● Not suitable for dynamic
scenes
● Simultaneous acquisition
● Large system size

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Simultaneous acquisition
Smaller size
Simultaneous acquisition
Small and rugged
Loss of spatial resolution
Simultaneous acquisition
Best used at long ranges

Division of Time Polarimeter

One commonly used approach is to rotate polarization elements in front of the camera system.16,20
This approach is attractive because it is relatively
straightforward in both system design and data reduction. However, the obvious drawback is that both
the scene and platform must be stationary to avoid
introducing interframe motion. Figure 2 shows an
example of the common rotating retarder polarimeter. In this type of polarimeter, the rotation of the
polarization elements causes a modulation of the polarized light incident on the focal plane from the
scene, and the data can be reconstructed using the
methods discussed in Section 3. Reducing the data on
a pixel-by-pixel basis produces Stokes images that
can be used to produce images of the degree of linear
polarization, degree of circular polarization, or other
derived quantities such as orientation or ellipticity.
Most often the rotating element has been a polarizer. Only linear polarization states are detected in this
approach. In addition, either the rotation rate in previous attempts has been too slow to achieve reasonable
frame rates, or the polarizer was moved in steps with
the imagery acquired between movements. Even with
recent successes in continuously rotating the polarizer,84 artifacts still remain if there is sufficient scene
sensor movement during acquisition of if there is beam
wander induced by the rotating element. Beam wander can result if there is a wedge in the rotating
element or if the element wobbles in any sense. Nevertheless, if proper care is taken, the rotating element
polarimeter can provide good results with a relatively
small investment in hardware, design, and integration.
B.

Division of Amplitude Polarimeters

DoAmP were first suggested and built by Garlick
et al.14 for a two-channel system, then revived later
for full-Stokes polarimeters,91,92 and have since been
exploited by a number of authors. Figure 3 shows a
full Stokes DoAmP polarimeter. This type of polar5462
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Fabrication–Integration
Issues, Cost
● Easiest to implement
● Inexpensive

● High mechanical flexibility
and rigidity required
● Expensive
● Large
● Loss of spatial resolution
● Expensive
● Fabrication difficult
● Alignment difficult
● Very expensive
● Easy integration
● Expensive

Misregistration Issues
● Scene and platform motion
● Beam wander not a problem
or removed in software
● Misregistration is linear
● Must register multiple FPAs
● Misregistration can be fixed
● Can be nonlinear
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fixed misregistration
Can be nonlinear
IFOVs misregistered
Requires interpolation
Fixed registration
Misregistration not as stable

imeter consists of four separate focal-plane arrays.
The camera system consists of four separate cameras
mounted such that a single objective lens is used in
combination with a series of polarizing beam splitters, retarders, and relay lenses to produce a polarimetric image. Rigid mechanical mounts are used to
support the cameras in positions facing the four cube
assembly exits. The polarizing beam-splitting cube
assembly is used to balance the linear and circular
measurements. The cameras simultaneously capture
the four images necessary for computing a complete
Stokes image, thus eliminating false polarization effects due to scene changes during the collection process.
In this particular example,93 the polarimetric
beam-splitter assembly is designed to measure the
complete Stokes vector. The beam-splitting block
includes three beam splitters, one 80兾20 polarizing
beam-splitting cube, two 50兾50 polarizing beamsplitting cubes, and a quarter-wave and half-wave
retarder. Each path through the beam-splitter block
analyzes a different aspect of the incident polarization. This makes efficient use of the polarized light
so that none of the light is absorbed or rejected.
Furthermore, the analyzed polarization states are
as nearly orthogonal as possible, and the analyzed
states evenly span the possible incident polarization
states.
As described in the first paragraph of Section 4,
special care must be taken in alignment, and in practice, mechanical alignment to the required tolerances
just is not possible. Further, the many degrees of
freedom in the relay lens sets the result in different
aberrations in each of the four channels. As a result,
postprocessing is required to coregister the four images. One of the chief disadvantages is the size of the
system with the four focal planes and the breadboard
required to rigidly mount the focal planes and their
optics. When full spatial resolution is desired and size
and cost of components is less of an issue, this approach is suitable.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Division of
amplitude polarimeter. The fourth
camera is out of the plane of the
page positioned above the PBS
block after the quarter-wave retarder.

C. Division of Aperture Polarimeter

Figure 4 (Ref. 94) shows an architecture that can both
acquire all of the polarization data simultaneously
and ensure that the fields of view (FOVs) of all of the
polarization channels are coboresighted. The architecture uses a single focal-plane array (FPA) and a
reimaging system to project multiple images onto a
FPA that are accurately coaligned. This architecture
has the advantage that once the optics are mechanically fixed, the alignment has been shown to be stable in time when compared to DoAmP polarimeters.
The improved stability is likely due to the longer
optical paths that are typically necessary in DoAmP
systems, translating small changes into larger deviations on the FPA. The architecture can be used both
as a passive sensor (broadband illumination) and as
an active monochromatic sensor. The primary disadvantages of the division of aperture polarimeter are
the loss of spatial resolution (a factor of 2 in each
linear dimension) and the volume and weight of

the additional reimaging optics. In addition, matching transmission, apodization, magnification, and
distortion between the channels is difficult, but can
be accomplished. It should also be noted that this
strategy is more difficult to employ with coherent
illumination due to coherent scattering and interference.
D.

Division of Focal-Plane Array Polarimeters

The recent advances in FPA technology have led to
the integration of micro-optical polarization elements
directly onto the FPA.95,96 Most DoFP systems that
have been made to date are only sensitive to linear
polarization, though some discussion of full-Stokes
DoFP systems has been raised.97 An example system
is shown in Fig. 5. DoFP systems have been manufactured for imaging in all regions of the optical spectrum, including visible,98,99 SWIR,1 and LWIR.100
Most DoFP systems have interlaced polarization superpixels as shown in Fig. 5, although some systems

Fig. 5. (Color online) Division of aperture polarimeter and a raw focal plane image showing the four polarization channels. The four
channels are reduced to polarization products such as DoLP. For this specific case, the four images are linearly polarized at 0°, 45°, 90°,
and 135°.
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have been made where the polarization information
is sampled on a line-by-line basis.98 A typical DoFP
system will compute the Stokes vector at interpolation points in the FPA as indicated in Fig. 6. DoFP
systems necessarily trade off spatial resolution for
polarization information, as a 2 ⫻ 2 (or larger) convolution kernel must be applied to the image to estimate the Stokes vector at each point.
DoFP systems have the significant advantage that
all polarization measurements are made simultaneously for every pixel in the scene. The component
measurements that go into the Stokes-vector estimation are by construction coming from nearby points in
the scene. However, the DoFP system by definition
has pixel-to-pixel registration error in computing
the Stokes vectors. The instantaneous fields of view
(IFOVs) of adjacent pixels are (in principle) nonoverlapping, leading to exactly a 1-pixel registration error. The IFOV error can be partially mitigated by
intentionally defocusing the optical point spread
function, and recent efforts have been made to minimize the information loss while simultaneously minimizing IFOV error through interpolation.100
5. System Considerations
A.

Alignment and Calibration of Imaging Polarimeters

Alignment and calibration are important issues in acquiring polarimetric imagery, and knowledge of system characteristics is essential to obtaining good data.
The authors have been involved in many measurement campaigns that, while qualitatively useful to
those taking the data, cannot be used for quantitative
analysis because of poor calibration. The credibility of
reported results is dependent upon documented calibration procedures.
Each polarimetric system will have its own calibration and alignment issues, and it is not possible to
summarize all possible scenarios here, or offer a prescription for handling these issues. We review general items that must be addressed and give examples
of methods that have been used in the past to acquire
data. System design will determine which methods
might be relevant, and the designer must be ready to
incorporate and justify the appropriate calibration
and alignment procedures.

There are two calibration areas to be addressed:
radiometric and polarimetric. The radiometric calibration determines the dynamic range of the detectors, ensures that the detectors are operated in a
linear response region (or if not, guarantees that the
response is known and consistent), and ensures that
the detectors are not operated near their saturation
points. If a detector array is used, and this will more
than likely be the case for modern imaging systems,
the response of individual detector elements must be
known. A correction procedure for nonuniformities
must be in place (e.g., a nonuniformity correction
Naval Undersea Center look-up table).100 These issues are no different from those facing the user of a
nonpolarimetric system and will not be covered here.
However, radiometric calibration is even more important to the final result because of the potential for
inaccurate radiometry among channels to couple into
and invalidate the polarimetric result. Polarimetric
measurement issues that may need to be addressed
include polarimetric system calibration, optical element polarimetric uniformity, optical axis alignment
and optical element rotational alignment, and polarization aberrations.
Examples of polarimetric system calibration techniques are given in Azzam et al.101 and Goldstein
and Chipman.102 The former contains a description of
the calibration of the four-detector photopolarimeter
where a simultaneous measurement of the Stokes
vector is made. The latter concerns the calibration of
a dual rotating retarder Mueller matrix polarimeter
using Fourier data reduction techniques where timesequential measurements are made. While neither of
these are imaging systems, the approaches to calibration are instructive.
1. Experimental Determination of the Data
Reduction Matrix
The DRM described in Section 3.A is estimated for an
arbitrary polarimeter by measuring at least four linearly independent Stokes vectors that ideally form a
maximum volume polyhedron inscribed inside the
Poincaré sphere. When the number of measurements
is exactly four, then the polyhedron is a regular tetrahedron.101 The equation that describes this measurement is similar to Eq. (12) and is given by
X ⫽ A · S,

(17)

where X is a matrix of the measured intensities, S is
a matrix with columns that are input Stokes vectors,
and A is the instrument matrix. Each row of the
instrument matrix is the analyzer vector for one measurement state of the instrument. Each column in X
is the response of all measurement (analyzer) states
of the instrument to one calibration Stokes vector.
The instrument matrix is then empirically calculated as
Fig. 6. (Color online) Division of focal plane polarimeter.
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A ⫽ X · S⫺1.

(18)

Clearly the calibration Stokes vectors that make up S
must be chosen so that the matrix is nonsingular.
Measurements of unknown Stokes vectors may be
made with the same measurement states used in the
calibration once the instrument matrix A is established. This approach is described elsewhere as a
general formulation.5
2. Calibration of Fourier-Based Rotating
Retarder Systems
In the rotating retarder system referenced in Subsection 2.F.1, the data reduction process is based on a
Fourier analysis of the modulated signal that occurs
when the retarders are rotated. Fourier coefficients
are obtained as a function of Mueller matrix elements, and the equations are algebraically inverted.
The Mueller matrix for the system is
Msys ⫽ P2R2MR1P1,

(19)

where M is the Mueller matrix of the sample, R1 and
R2 are the matrices for the retarders, and the P are
the matrices for the polarizers. The data collection
process is allowed to proceed with no sample in place
as a calibration. Since the Mueller matrix in the
absence of a sample is the identity matrix, and
expected and significant errors can be built into
the data reduction equations (e.g., nonideal retarders
and element orientation errors), these errors can be
evaluated during calibration and used in sample data
reduction. Note that for Mueller matrix systems,
empty space or a high-quality mirror are good calibration samples. For Stokes systems, one has to be
careful in the selection of calibration elements such
as polarizers or retarders, and assumptions about the
quality or properties of particular polarizers or retarders must be made with caution. Proper polarimetric measurement and calibration procedures can
be a process of building up a simultaneous calibration
of the polarimeter and the test signature so that the
quality of the measurements made is better than
the quality of the individual elements used. This is
the case in both of the techniques just described.
3. Polarization Aberrations and Image
Misalignment
An instantaneous FOV of the individual pixels may
be an issue in polarization measurement, especially
in imaging systems where the overall FOV of the
system may be substantial.103 This is an aspect of
polarization aberrations,104,105 a subject that is independent of the classical wavefront aberrations more
commonly studied in optics and that result from the
differences created in amplitudes and phases as polarized light encounters interfaces.
Image registration, whether for sequential or simultaneous image collection, is a critical issue. Misregistration can result, for example, from separate focal
planes that are not looking at the same region of space,
or it can result from beam wander from a rotating
element. Whatever the cause, Smith et al.106 have suggested that images should be registered to 1兾20 of a

pixel for acceptable polarimetric results. Ideally, the
alignment should be mechanical. In practice, achieving
even a half-pixel alignment mechanically can be difficult and software postprocessing alignment is frequently necessary.107
B.

Optimization

There have been significant research results recently
concerning the optimization of passive and active polarimeter systems using both Fourier and DRM
techniques. For passive DRM-based polarimeters, the
estimate of the unknown incident Stokes vector is as
given in Eq. (12). However, for real polarimeters, there
are often many sources of uncertainty including, but
not limited to, noise in the measurement process and
calibration errors in determining the DRM. These error sources will be carried through the inversion of the
DRM, leading to an error in the reconstructed Stokes
vector. Consider first the case of measurement noise. If
the DRM for the polarimeter is A, but the measurement is
X ⫽ A · Sin ⫹ n,

(20)

where n is a noise vector, then we can define a measurement error
 ⫽ Ŝin ⫺ Sin ⫽ A⫺1 · n.

h

(21)

There are many potential metrics for quantifying the
noise, and a detailed description of the trade-offs
is presented by Ambirijan and Look108 and Sabatke
et al.,109 but for the purposes of this discussion we will
concentrate on the 2-norm of the DRM. If we assume
that the noise is independent and identically distributed from pixel to pixel, then the 2-norm predicts the
maximum length of the error vector in the reconstructed Stokes images as
㛳A㛳2 ⫽ 㛳A⫺1㛳2 ⫽ sup
n

h
㛳A⫺1 · n㛳2 sup㛳
㛳2
⫽
,
㛳n㛳2
冑N2

(22)

where 2 is the variance of the elements of the noise
vector.
It has been shown that minimization of the 2-norm
in Eq. (22) means that the 共SDi兲T in Eq. (11) should be
chosen to be maximally spaced on the surface of the
Poincaré sphere101 so as to inscribe the maximum
volume polyhedron within the Poincaré sphere as
shown in Fig. 7. Satisfying the maximum volume
condition also guarantees that the signal-to-noise ratio is equal in each of the three polarization channels
s1, s2, and s3.77,110 When N ⫽ 4, this is a tetrahedron,
but for larger values of N the geometrical shape has
the appropriate number of corners. The value of
making more than four measurements is that the
overdetermined system in Eqs. (11) and (12) provides redundancy that increases the SNR by a factor of 冑N,77,111,112 although reduction in noise can be
made with a similar reduction in spatiotemporal
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spect to Eq. (22). For other classes of polarimeters,
Eq. (24) can be used to find the best setting of parameters to provide minimum error.
6. Conclusions

Fig. 7. (Color online) Optimal locations for measuring the polarization states are when the diattenuation vectors inscribe a regular
tetrahedron inside the Poincaré sphere.

resolution by making four measurements and integrating for a longer time.111 This optimization procedure was first carried out for rotating retarder
polarimeters108,111–113 with the result that the common rotating quarter-wave plate polarimeter is suboptimal to a system composed of a rotating 132° wave
plate, and that the optimum rotation angles for the
fast axis of the wave plate (independent of retardance) are at ⫾15.1° and ⫾51.6° with respect to
the orientation of the linear polarization analyzer.
Similar optimization studies have been performed for
linear polarization,114 dual rotating retarder,113 variable retardance,77,110 arbitrary-state polarimeters,101
and dual rotating retarder Mueller polarimeters.115 A
number of experimental validation studies exist that
demonstrate the value of using an optimized polarimeter.27,109,111,112,116
In addition to noise considerations, there are
usually calibration errors associated with the experimental determination of the DRM A. In this case, we
can recast Eq. (11) as
X ⫽ 共A ⫹ ⌬兲 · Sin,

(23)

where ⌬ is the calibration error matrix. In this case,
Eq. (12) becomes
 ⫽ A⫺1⌬ · Sin,

h

(24)

which tells us that the error is a function of the calibration error and the input Stokes vector.117 Equation (24) implies that polarimeter optimization is not
as straightforward as simply optimizing the condition
number of the DRM. The effects of Eq. (24) are analyzed by Tyo77 for a rotating retarder polarimeter,
and found that the optimum polarimeter with respect
to Eq. (24) is not the optimum polarimeter with re5466
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The sensing of optical polarization information for
remote sensing is an historically underused technique. In many applications, polarization phenomena are ignored, and the optical field is treated as
scalar. While this can be reasonably accurate in
many scenarios, it is clear that the ability to measure polarization information, especially across a
scene, provides additional information that can be
exploited. Imaging polarimetry is an emerging technique that promises to enhance many fields of optical metrology ranging from remote sensing to
atmospheric sciences to industrial monitoring.
In this paper, we have discussed many of the important developments in imaging polarimetry. We
have attempted to survey the literature, and we have
provided a general overview of most of the strategies
that can be employed for various tasks. A subject
such as imaging polarimetry would be adequately
covered in a much longer work, but we refer the
reader to the extensive reference list that provides
much greater detail on the topics discussed herein.
We have attempted to focus on “first” discussions of
topics where possible, and have necessarily left out
many relevant references throughout. However, an
interested reader can follow through the references
provided to get a more complete picture of the state of
the literature.
Imaging polarimetry is a field rich with potential
for future work. Advances are needed in sensor technology, data-retrieval and analysis algorithms, and
applications. While much has been accomplished in
recent years, there is still a need for sensor systems
with improved accuracy, precision, and stability. Particularly useful would be better and more complete
quantification of these characteristics for currently
existing and future systems. This implies a need for
improved calibration techniques and more widely accepted and followed characterization procedures.
For example, current technology makes use of
Mueller matrix images, as promoted by Chipman,118
a practical way of characterizing polarization elements and systems. There is also a significant opportunity for creative ideas in dealing with the temporal
and spatial trade-offs that presently exist in imaging
polarimetry. And, finally, as the technology advances,
there is a great variety of applications waiting to be
addressed with imaging polarimetry.
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